
free thinking through art inspiration
Choose one of the images provided and visually 
translate it into a webpage design.

Design challenge

switch our minds onto design, entirely free and inspired by art. Open your mind and think 
creatively ~ have some fun just playing with colour, line and form.

Choose one of the given quotes on design, or find your own (must relate to design), and use 
one of the provided images as visual starting point, a base for your design. Your task is to 
translate the artwork into a webpage design. Whether you choose to work with the colour 
scheme or focus on the visual balance to create the page design is up to you. 
The original piece should not be directly features but rather used as inspiration for your 
design

Try to match your chosen quote with a suitable image ~ establish a connection between the  
message of the quote and your page design. The aim is an entirely visual focus ~ 
emphasizing the message, expressing it through colour, line and form.

applied art for the web



Quotes
Don’t worry about people stealing your design work. Worry about the 
day they stop.
— JEFFREY ZELDMAN [ PERMALINK ] 

For web designers, there are four keys to surviving bad economic 
times: do good work, charge a fair price, lower your overhead, and be 
sure you are communicating with your client.
— JEFFREY ZELDMAN [ PERMALINK ] 

Content precedes design. Design in the absence of content is not 
design, it’s decoration.
— JEFFREY ZELDMAN [ PERMALINK ] 

Design is not about innovation. Design is about communication. 
Innovation in design is usually a wonderful byproduct or direct result of 
a particular need. Design that seeks to foremost be innovative will 
commonly fall apart under its own stylistic girth.
— JASON SANTA MARIA [ PERMALINK ] 

With type as with philosophy, music and food, it is better to have a little 
of the best than to be swamped with the derivative, the careless, the 
routine.
— ROBERT BRINGHURST [ PERMALINK ] 

Design is the fundamental soul of a human-made creation that ends up 
expressing itself in successive outer layers of the product or service.
— STEVE JOBS [ PERMALINK ] 

I think design covers so much more than the aesthetic. Design is 
fundamentally more. Design is usability. It is Information Architecture. 
It is Accessibility. This is all design.
— MARK BOULTON [ PERMALINK ] 
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inspiration ~ Llyonel Feininger

ʻBlue marineʼ - Llyonel Feininger

ʻVogel Wolkeʼ (cloud of birds) - Llyonel Feininger
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inspiration ~ Wassily Kandinsky

‘La grande torre a Kiev’ - Wassily Kandinsky

‘Kreise in Kreisen’ (circles in cricles) -Wassily Kandinsky
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inspiration ~ László Moholy-Nagy

‘K VII’ 
László Moholy-Nagy

‘composition’ 
László Moholy-Nagy
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